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T
he anticipation
of spring isn’t
just about wait-
ing for tender
daffodils or
narcissus to bolt

from the ground, it’s also
about embracing what’s new
in home décor stores.

Manufacturers are sending
out lookbooks filled with new
plumbing fixtures, furniture
and accessories — even a little
robot that will clean your
windows for you. Here are
some of our favorite new
things on the market.

Laura Ashley home décor
Laura Ashley is seizing the

day when it comes to blue
home décor. Pantone’s decla-
ration that “Classic Blue” will
be its 2020 Color of the Year
fits nicely with many of Laura
Ashley’s new products and
patterns, including the on-
trend Parterre floral pattern.
It includes the Caswell Em-
broidered Seaspray cushion
($78), Parterre Printed Velvet
Seaspray cushion ($68), Par-
terre Storage Boxes in Seas-
pray ($68) and Parterre Dark
Seaspray fabric ($54 per yard)
and wallpaper ($60 per roll).

Big Chill Mini Fridge
It’s time to amp up the

style in your she shed or man

cave. Big Chill, the maker of
super-cool vintage kitchen
appliances, has just released
the newest piece in its Retro
Collection, a mini fridge that
comes in seven standard
colors and six more premium
colors, as well as more than
200 custom options. Starts at
$1,595; bigchill.com

Elements metal vase
JCPenney has added some

fresh new styles to its online
offerings, including this 24-
inch metal vase, embossed
with a white lace finish. $74;
jcpenney.com

&Tradition’s Mayor sofa
&Tradition designers Arne

Jacobsen and Flemming Las-
sen originally created the
Mayor sofa in 1939 when they
won a competition to design a
new town hall, library and
theater in Sollerod, a suburb
of Copenhagen, Denmark.
This two-seat sofa was meant
to be in a waiting area where
couples would sit before
getting married. It’s still hand-
built by craftsmen using a
solid walnut frame and a
variety of upholstery options
(shown here in Clay). $6,295;
amara.com

Winbot
The newest smart-home

innovation from Ecovacs
takes the work out of cleaning
your windows. Its Winbot 880
window cleaning robot uses
technology that enables it to
choose the best cleaning path
and then travel across the
glass, returning to where it
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Spring brings fresh décor ideas

Laura Ashley

Laura Ashley’s Parterre Dark Seaspray fabric and wallpaper

Aerin

Aerin’s spring collection includes
the Mirabelle cachepot.

Big Chill

Big Chill Mini Fridge comes in
seven standard colors.

Rune Buch Andersen

The two-seat Mayor sofa features a solid walnut frame and a
variety of upholstery options (shown here in Clay).

New offerings
put color, style
at the forefront

By Diane Cowen
STAFF WRITER

Design continues on D6

Lofty, dense and serious,
Lawrence Wright’s “Camp Da-
vid” is a historical drama
through and through.

This production — at the Alley
Theatre through March 15 —
begins with the stage opened up
like a boxing ring. The audience
is invited to read about the four
military conflicts that led to
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem

Begin and Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat’s decision to at-
tempt peace talks in 1978 at a
presidential country retreat in
Maryland called Camp David,
with president Jimmy Carter as
negotiator.

Both the informational plac-
ards and the stage — designed as
a map of the Middle East — set
the tone for the rest of the eve-
ning. Watching the one-act
“Camp David,” after all, often
feels like learning. The charac-

ters speak in either lofty ide-
alism or unadorned exposition,
mentioning biographical and
historical facts that the parties
present would have already
known. Narration by Rosalynn
Carter (a lively Rebecca Brooksh-
er) tells us how to feel about
these events and explains to us
the importance of what occurred
during nearly two weeks of
grueling negotiations.

Certain moments loosen up
Lynn Lane

Elijah Alexander, from left, Stephen Thorne and Jordan Lage
star in “Camp David.”

THEATER REVIEW

Alley Theatre’s ‘Camp David’
proves to be a learning experience
By Wei-Huan Chen
STAFF WRITER

Theater continues on D2

MUSIC: Sculpture honors Houston icon Norma Zenteno. PAGE D2

FILM: ‘Call of the Wild’ tries to make digital star a good dog. PAGE D6
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started when it’s finished.
$520; jcpenney.com

West Elm hemp
bedding collection

West Elm has added a
Fair Trade Certified hemp
collection to its bedding
line. Hemp plants require
less water and land and
don’t usually require the
use of pesticide. The col-
lection includes duvets,
sheets and a coverlet in
solid and striped color-
ways that use natural plant
dyes. $229-$299; West Elm

Fantini Nice faucet
Matteo Thun and Anto-

nio Rodriguez bring sur-
prising pops of color into
the Nice plumbing fixture
collection for Fantini.
Handles show different
hues from thin strips of
color at the bottom of each
knob, making them look
saturated with color. The
faucet is available with
red, black, blue, turquoise,
green and white knobs.
$978 for the two-hold wall
mount fixture, $1,151 for the
three-hold deck mount
and $231 for handles; Ele-
gant Additions, 104 W. 12th

Hay’s Uchiwa chair
Hay’s Uchiwa lounge

chair takes its soft shape
from the traditional Japa-
nese hand fan. It comes
in a softer quilted version
for residential use and in
molded foam for com-
mercial use, with a base
in natural or stained oak.
$1,900; amara.com

Tom Dixon dining
table

Tom Dixon’s tube-base
dining table is meant to
be minimalist and sub-
stantial at the same time.
The base and stem, brass-
plated tubing, bring a
golden shine to an indus-
trial shape; the 35-inch
top comes in white or
green marble, or in birch,
black oak, natural oak or
fumed oak wood grains.
$1,775-$2,050; amara.com

Ethan Allen concrete
fire table

There’s something
mesmerizing about fire-
table flames — even in
Houston summers. While
we still have some cool
nights, stay warm out-
doors with Ethan Allen’s
40-inch square fire table
made of ultra-light con-
crete and topped with
natural beach stones.
Take your pick of natural
gas or propane fuel op-
tions. $4,500; Ethan
Allen stores or
ethanallen.com

Aerin Mirabelle
cachepot

Aerin’s spring collection
of decorative accessories
for the home includes the
Mirabelle cachepot, a bowl
with a fluted opening, just
waiting for fresh flowers. It
comes in a cream or gold
finish. $500 or $800; Nei-
man Marcus, Kuhl-Lin-
scomb or Longoria Collec-
tion

Native Trails
Mendocino bathtub

Beautiful bathtubs have
become the showstopper
in many master bath-

rooms. Native Trails’ new-
est freestanding soaking
tub — the NativeStone
Mendocino tub — is made
of sustainable jute fiber
and cement and is stain,
scratch and crack resis-
tant. And it comes in four
rustic finishes: ash, earth,
slate and pearl. $8,800;
Acero Bella, 8560 Inter-
state 10 W., Suite 160

diane.cowen@chron.com
Sign up for Cowen’s Access
Design newsletter, delivered
to your inbox Tuesdays, at
houstonchronicle.com/
accessdesign

JCPenney

Ecovacs takes the work
out of cleaning windows
with the Winbot 880.

Fantini

Fantini’s Nice plumbing
fixture collection
features pops of color.

Ethan Allen

Ethan Allen’s 40-inch square fire table is
made of ultra-light concrete and topped

with natural beach stones.

West Elm

West Elm has added a Fair
Trade Certified hemp

collection to its bedding line.

Native Trails

Native Trails’ Mendocino tub is made of
sustainable jute fiber and cement.

Tom Dixon

Tom Dixon’s tube base dining table is meant to be
minimalist and substantial at the same time.

Tom Dixon

Hay’s Uchiwa chair takes its
shape from the traditional

Japanese hand fan.

Laura Ashley

Laura Ashley’s
Caswell Embroidered

Seaspray cushion
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C’mon Spring!
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In the 1935 movie “The
Call of the Wild,” the ca-
nine protagonist, Buck, was
cast as a burly St. Bernard
alongside a mustachioed
Clark Gable. In 1972, he was
played by a stoic German
shepherd, and in 1997, by a
hulking Leonberger.

In 2020, Buck is played
by a 51-year-old former
Cirque du Soleil performer
named Terry who was
digitally transformed into a
St. Bernard-Scotch shep-
herd mix. He walks like a
dog, he barks like a dog,
but — as many viewers will
realize within seconds — he
isn’t a real dog.

The new Buck is able to
do things on screen that
Bucks of yesteryear could
not. He can lick a snow-
flake off his nose with
precise comedic timing. He
can pull the meat off a
turkey leg in one smooth
gulp, and he can glance
disapprovingly when his
human companion, played
by Harrison Ford, drinks
too much liquor.

“That’s why we use CG
characters,” said Ryan
Stafford, the visual effects
producer on 20th Century
Studios’ “Call of the Wild,”
which opened Friday. “You
can craft a performance.
You can make it an emo-
tional experience or a
comedic experience or
whatever the scene calls
for.”

But at first look, some
viewers found the leading
dog to be more distracting
than nuanced; some com-
plained online that they
wished the studio had

taken a different route.

Building a canine movie
star

From the beginning, the
filmmakers behind “The
Call of the Wild” knew that
their lead needed to be
capable of more than a
typical movie dog, Stafford
said. Previous versions of
the film focused on the
human in the story, John
Thornton, when, in fact,
the 1903 novel by Jack
London portrayed Buck as
the main character as he
was wrenched from domes-
tic comforts in California to
be sold as a sled dog in
northwestern Canada dur-
ing the gold rush of the
1890s.

At first, the filmmakers
chose to model their dog
after a Bernese mountain
dog. But weeks into the
process, it became clear
that the breed’s black fur
would get lost in the shad-
ows of night scenes, Staf-

ford said.
Then, Jessica Steele-

Sanders, the wife of the
movie’s director, Chris
Sanders, found a rescue
dog online: he seemed like
a possible St. Bernard-
Scotch shepherd, the same
mixture of breeds as the
novel’s version of Buck.
She adopted the dog (who
happened to be named
Buckley), and soon, he was
being scanned and pho-
tographed so that visual-
effects specialists could
create a digital imitation of
him.

Hundreds of people had
a hand in getting Buck just
right. A group of staffers
videotaped Buckley and
about a dozen other dogs
in a warehouse in Los
Angeles while they played,
creating reference footage
for the movie’s animators.

Most of the time, one
man stood in for Ford’s
furry companion. To play
Buck for motion capture,

Terry Notary, a former
UCLA gymnast who is
known in the film industry
for his animal mimicry,
wore a tight gray suit, a
gray skull cap and carbon
fiber arm extensions that
allowed him to walk on all
fours. For some scenes,
Notary wore a synthetic
rubber muzzle over his
face.

In a film that hinges on
the relationship between a
dog and his owner, Ford
had Notary to hug, pet and
talk to.

“It was surreal,” Notary
said, “Here’s Harrison Ford
telling me, ‘I’m going to
treat you like a dog!’ ”

Buck’s digital ancestors
In July, the filmmakers

behind “The Call of the
Wild” were closely watch-
ing the release of another
movie packed with com-
puter-generated animals.
Although “The Lion King”
took in nearly $1.7 billion at

the box office, criticism
arose online that the ani-
mals lacked emotional
expressiveness.

Stafford said that as
Buck’s character came to
life, the filmmakers noticed
the opposite problem. He
looked too expressive, too
anthropomorphic. The
filmmakers worked to
make Buck seem more
dog-like.

Because the visual ef-
fects were handled by
Moving Picture Company,
which also did “The Lion
King,” “The Call of the
Wild” was able to benefit
directly from the techno-
logical advancements of its
predecessor.

The same phenomenon
has been powering the
evolution of CGI animals
since the early 1990s, when
Steven Spielberg went all-in
on the technique for “Juras-
sic Park.” More than two
decades later, the same
visual-effects company that
worked on “Jurassic,” In-
dustrial Light & Magic, built
the computer-generated
grizzly bear that attacked
Leonardo DiCaprio during
“The Revenant.”

The risks of messing
with man’s best friend

Visual-effects specialists
recognize that moviegoers
have a different relation-
ship with dogs than bears,
apes or pigs. The emotional
stakes are higher.

“Show me one person
who didn’t ugly cry at ‘Old
Yeller,’ ” said Lori Boyle, an
animal trainer from Canada
who has worked with mov-
ie dogs for decades.

Boyle said she was skep-
tical about whether “The

Call of the Wild” could pull
off that distinct canine-to-
human connection with a
computer-generated dog.

Recent dog-centric films
opted for the real thing. In
Disney’s live-action “Lady
and the Tramp” (2019), a
real cocker spaniel and
mutt are made to look as if
they were talking by use of
visual effects. “A Dog’s
Journey” and “A Dog’s Way
Home,” both released last
year, used real dogs, too.

In the animal-rights
world, activists are split on
whether computer-generat-
ed dogs should one day
replace real ones entirely.
The Humane Society of the
United States prefers CGI
because they see it as the
only foolproof way to en-
sure animal safety on set,
the group’s president said.
But American Humane, the
nonprofit that gives the “no
animals were harmed”
stamp of approval in the
end credits, backed the
continued use of real ani-
mals paired with visual
effects.

Boyle, who recently
trained animals featured in
the Disney sled dog movie
“Togo,” said that one of the
dogs playing the lead husky
was thrilled to be at work,
where his favorite reward
was a brisk run around the
perimeter of the building.
That joy and determination
translated on screen, Boyle
said.

“It’s a difficult thing to
pull off with a CGI animal,”
she said. “The personality
isn’t there.”

The people behind “The
Call of the Wild” tried
mightily to make sure it
was.

FILM

‘Call of the Wild’ tries to make digital star a good dog
By Julia Jacobs
NEW YORK TIME S

20th Century Fox

Harrison Ford stars alongside Buck, the CGI dog, in “The Call of the Wild.”


